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FreeQ / la dimension dell’ascolto / Villa Croce / Genova

Lo scorso giugno, ero in Grecia per incontrare delle organizzazioni politiche alternative e 
più in generale esempi non ufficiali di solidarietà. Durante questo viaggio, il primo minis-
tro proclamò la chiusura definitiva del Centro per la Radio e la Televisione Nazionali 
(ERT). Vi fu molto supporto da parte del popolo greco all’interno dei locali della televi-
sione e anche nel giardino esterno agli studi televisivi durante un’ intera settimana, di 
giorno e di notte. Alla fine di questa settimana, ci furono alcuni « dibattiti partecipativi » (che 
dal mio punto di vista sembravano democrazia partecipativa) in un angolo del giardino. 
In seguito, queste persone decisero di organizzare (senza immagini) un grande dibattito 
con alcuni dipendenti che potevano parlare liberamente. Ho registrato questo dibattito 
di tre ore senza comprendere nulla, solo interpretando l’intonazione delle voci, i gesti 
e gli sguardi dei presenti. E’ stata una sensazione molto strana e forte. Mi piacerebbe 
riprodurre questo file audio in una situazione simile, all’ombra di un albero, con il pub-
blico e la gente seduta sull’erba.

Immagino che mentre il file verrà riprodotto, uno o due traduttori (wilate’e*) potrebbe-
ro tradurre tutte quelle voci in italiano, con un microfono. Poi, a seconda dei contenuti 
della traccia, possiamo immaginare che il pubblico possa reagire un’altra volta, aggiun-
gendo voci a quelle voci, in ritardo, più di tre mesi dopo.

Sound recording (Athens) : Johnny Gaitée and P.M.
FreeQ text wilate’e (Genova) : Nuvola Ravera
ERT debate wilate’e (Athens) : Adeline et Dimitria 
Transcription wilate’e (Athens) : Kostas Armaos
Live wilate’e (Genova) : Anonymous

00:00 - 00:10 : no signal.

00:11 - 00:44 : {woman organizer} — to the next speaker... 
{organiser continues} Since a heavy atmosphere is forming, let’s try not to consider that this fight is 
finished and let’s see this meeting as a chance for something more to happen, away from all this politi-
cal stuff, away from all that is preventing things to happen.

00:44 - 00:45 : {woman shouting} — You should say all that to ERT !

00:46 - 00:50 : — We are in front of ERT and the speakers are at maximum...

00:51 - 00-52 : {man} — And where are the employees ?

00:52 - 00:55 : — They are looking from the windows...

*



 
00:55 - 01:07 : {organiser answers} — Ok, so... We can continue to talk about how sad all that is or we 
can continue to make suggestions on how to make it better.

01:10 - 04:04 : {2nd speaker - girl’s voice} — This fight of course hasn’t finished, this is just the beginning 
and we are here to make this happen. My name is Mina, i am a member of the central student union of 
the Communication and Mass Media University. I work black (the employer does not pay the insurance 
and tax for the employee) in the field of Mass Media in very bad work conditions, seriously underpaid 
and for many hours, like all the students of my school and of course like all the employees. 

ERT has always been a dream for each of us in the MM. Everyone wanted to come and work here even 
for a while. It was also the Media with which we grew up and suddenly there was only black on the 
screen. The yesterday’s decision of the Council of State is a victory in the battle of ERT but we should not 
be complacent because it is the result of the concertation between the government and the justice sys-
tem in order to avoid the chance of elections and to satisfy the two parts of the agreement. We should 
fight, besides this victory, not to let any sale to happen, given the fact that ERT is considered not to exist 
anymore and the employees as fired. 

We ought to fight against the appointment of any administrator that is going to be appointed, since they 
are going to be their instruments to transform the public Radio-Television into state Radio-Television. 
The fight for ERT is not just a fight for the employees and the people who get fired, or even all the wor-
king class people. It’s overall a fight for democracy and this we must all understand and realize and fight 
for it. And this we must all understand and realize and fight for it. It’s a fight for the future of each and 
everyone of us. Therefore we must escalate the fight and dynamically mobilize all the sοcial strata that 
react against the authoritarianism of the government. 

My suggestion is that Pospert (union of employees of ERT) along with Esyea (Union of journalists) should 
undertake the initiative for the coordination of the fight with ERT as a landmark and with common 
actions with the teachers who are forced to work under the « civil mobilization order », the dockers, the 
fired employees of the subway, in order to make this place the fight center, around of which everyone 
is going to cluster, heading to the overthrow this politics.

{girl finishes, claps, small pause} 

04:10 - 06:05 : {next speaker - man’s heavy voice} — The upstairs, the downstairs, the insiders, the out-
siders, the left-side, the right-side, there are always separations. The point is not to all become one. This 
will never happen. The point is for each of us to decide with who we will be side by side and against who 
we will be. This is what history teaches us.

The employees of ERT, I am not sure if they have understood what they want. All this that’s been going 
on here in ERT, if they understood, was an occupation, it was not a demonstration or a strike. And the 
decision of the council was the cancelation of the occupation. They will be slaughtered like the lambs, 
just maybe with another way. Even if they manage to escape this time, their time will come.

{...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

06:13 - 07:56 : {woman employee of ERT} — We are sorry for coming so late. You have to understand 
something... Apart from all the people that have no political conscience, and this doesn’t change in a 
couple of days. They continue in the same path of individualism. Their problem is : I lost my job. I cannot 
pretend that there is no such thing. However, this is just a part. It’s not the whole. Inside here, we had 
a small miracle of self-organization.

{...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

We are trying not to lose our coordination inside. Meaning... We are trying, each department, to do the 
best we can. Without bosses, without managers. And we have problems with the management ! Fired 
and they still pretend to be the managers !

{...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

07:56 - 08:06 : no signal.



{Pierre, in french} : — And you, what do you think about this ?
{Adeline, in french} : — I think we have to stay here...

08:07 - 09:43 : {Man asks question - heavy voice} — Yes, I would like to ask one question. It is widely 
known that every governement inherited, along with the state mechanism, the mass media. In case the 
2,651 work places are secured :

Are the employees going to continue obeying the orders of the government or are they going to de-
mand that an independent voice should exist ? 

And if yes, how can that be done ? As for the loans that you mentioned, there are thousands of fired 
people that face the same problem. And here, we had the chance of creating a common demand of  a 
reduction in the loans, in accordance to the reduction of the value of the houses. It’s not about just the 
fired employees of ERT. Thousands of people have been led to unemployment, great demonstrations 
took place but they didn’t have the publicity of the fight of ERT. 

09:44 - 11:11 : {woman employee answers} — A reason that the ERT fight got all this publicity was 
because of EBU. If it wasn’t for EBU none of all that would have happened. There is a whole structure 
that is being threatened in this situation. The structure of all the public mass media is threatened. The 
public media is being targeted everywhere, not only here in Greece.

{...}

{Adeline, in french} : — She says that it’s not only an attack toward employees but toward everything, 
democraty, everywhere, for everything public. It’s a public social system attack and not ERT. 

{woman employee continue} : — As it happens with every sector, this whole procedure of privatization, 
the same happens with the public mass media. Right now, the same thing happens with Digea. Digea is 
SKAI, Ant1, MEGA, Alter. This is what Digea is. Digea wants everything. It wants to be content provider 
and network provider. They will be the ones to decide who will be transmitting !

{Adeline, in french} : — She says there is also a problem with analogic system and numeric system for 
the television. ERT for example, ah la la... (translation hesitations)
{Pierre, in french} : — it’s ok, i understand.
{Adeline, in french} : — Now every channels pass by a private numeric company. Now in Greece, the 
numeric signal is just only one...

11:11 - 11:51 : no signal.

11-52 - 12:42 : {man shouting} : Right now there is an occupation. An occupation by the employees of 
ERT at the building. There are some organizational issues and some political issues, for which we must 
act.

{Adeline, in french} : — He says that it should be an occupation by everybody. Pospert is a syndicativ’ 
association, and all decisions are taken trought them. So we need those association employees in order 
to know if they can realize ours ideas...

{Pierre, in french} : What does it means katalipsi ? Is it a « squat’ » (occupation) ? 
{Adeline, in french} :  Yes it’s a « squat’ » (occupation). And he says that we not only need to say it’s a 
κατάληψη, we have to really do a κατάληψη, a true one.

{man shouting continues} : — My suggestion is that the occupation must be one occupation that be-
longs to all the employees, all the unemployed, all the students that have been here all this time! {claps}

{Adeline, in french} : He says that we need everybody, unemployment people, everybody.

{man shouting continues} : — If we don’t see that the things change, that means that we have nothing 
to do here and we must go home ! {claps} We have to see how can this be done, in case it is accepted : 
one occupation, co-decision by everyone for what’s going to happen, every afternoon meeting open to 
everyone, there are no bodies that decide in the name of everyone.



12:42 : no signal.

12:42 - 16:25 : Good afternoon from me too. Since I am a law student, I would like to make some com-
ments concerning the decision of the Council of State. The fact that none of us considers it a victory, is 
for one and only reason. First of all, it refers, with an incredible vagueness and complete generality, only 
to whether the signal of ERT will be on air. Where from it’s going to transmit, it is left open. It could be 
transmitted by the ministry of finance, or by the antenna at mount Imittos. This is why the police has 
surrounded the antenna at Imittos. Because they want to transmit only whatever they want.

Secondly, there has been no mention of the employees. As for the initiatives that have taken place. I 
think that we have become really miserable because we are facing a big problem. Right now there are 
two voices in ERT, it’s us that want to do a couple of things more, that gathered a list of 1500 movies, or 
want to organise some punk concerts.

And there is also the other part, the one of the employees of ERT, that make a program. I believe that 
these voices should become one. We have to find a way... the employees... whoever is interested, right 
now there is this employee, last time there were two or three. We have to somehow unite our voice. I 
believe that, apart from inviting them to come here with us, we should organize a voting, in which we 
will ask that we will go inside, that we will be given a large hall and have a common meeting with the 
employees.

{Adeline, in french} : He repeat we need to be together, everybody. Separations leads to nowhere.

{Student continue} : — And it doesn’t matter if we don’t end up to the ultimate program that will show 
all day long the Commune film or the Serpent’s egg. Let’s conclude to a film that will express everyone, 
along with the employees.

{Pierre, in french} :  How do you say « together » in hellenika ?
{Adeline, in french} : Oï - LI - μαζί.
{Pierre, in french} :  Oï - LI - MA - ZI ?
{Adeline, in french} : Yes, it’s two words.

{Student continue} : — I have three simple suggestions : There are people outside who are interested in 
broadcasting our voice. Why don’t we make a video like the one the employees from the international 
department made, and take it to the solidarity networks, to the self-organizing initiatives ? Can we film 
the anti-rascist festival and give it to ERT to show it ? Can we make a video about Kostas Sakkas ? Let’s 
do some things and give them to ERT to show it. If they can... If they cannot, then we’ll see what we are 
going to do.

{Adeline, in french} : He says « we have to take the initiatives to make ourselves some videos, repor-
ting… and bring it here. Come on, put it in the TV » {claps ...}
{Pierre, in french} :  Yes, but why does he says to do this here ? Because if the struggle is over, we need 
to do this somewhere else… But it’s just my point of view...
{Adeline, in french} : He says that also...

16:26 - 17-50 : {next speaker - woman - loud voice} — Good afternoon, the reality right now is that 
if representatives of Pospert, of the employees don’t come down here in the meeting, I don’t see no 
meaning to a further conversation. Let the first act be a team of us going up and asking them to come 
down here. This social automatization must stop. We must stop being so judgemental. There is no other 
solution but to work together.

They have to come down here, otherwise there is no meaning in us staying here. We are here in an act 
of solidarity 8 days now ! We are also tired, we are also losing money, but we are here!! We want to stay, 
but come with us ! Come down !! {claps - loud voice}

— Come down !! Ououou ! Yeah !  Come down ! Now ! {shouting}

{Adeline, in french} : We ask to Them (Pospert) to go down. Meeting is finished if they don’t. We can not 
speak only between us.



— If they don’t come down, I suggest we get out of here! {claps}

17:50 : no signal.

17:50 - 18:14 : {...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

{Adeline, in french} : The problem is that nobodies take the initiative to begin something…
{Adeline, in french} : He said, « we take a few persons and we enter inside ». I’ve taken a paper to note 
the names of the voluntaries... And Now he continues : us outside, them inside, inside is a little shop, 
Bla bla bla, it’s the same conversation…

18:15 : no signal.

18:15 - 18:40 : Someone shouting something…

{Adeline, in french} : « or they go down, or I go back home !  {claps} 
 
18:42 - 21:30 : {next speaker - woman}  — {...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS} — These 
people are, for the last 8 days, under shock ! They had learnt to function in another way, they had ano-
ther way of life. Don’t expect, just like that : « come down, do this, do that ». Each person needs his own 
time ! Of course, time flies. But nothing can be done this way. You must understand that over there it’s 
not so easy. You are used to this way of life, and it honours you ! 

But there are people who don’t like to express themselves that way, with meetings. Whoever wants to 
come he can come, whoever doesn’t, he can resist in his own way. Each one is free to resist in his own 
way. There is no unique model of resistance! {claps}

20:08 : — Bravo !

{woman speaker continues} — This is what freedom means. Give them some time to come with you. 
Understand them because you are more open ! The more open means  more human. He puts first 
the verb understand, then the verb love and then the verb resist. With these three verbs we function. 
Otherwise, we will not be saved. Give them some time ! After all, it’s their home here ! They’ve lost it !
They are inside their house and there is all this people... One from one side, the other from the other, 
and they are afraid of an intrusion in the middle of the night by the police. The nights are the most 
difficult...

{...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

21:40 - 25:02 : {next speaker - woman - employee of ERT} — Fellow Comrades, we are not two different 
sides. We are in one common fight. Democracy is being violated, every sense of justice is being violated. 
ERT is just the excuse. We are all together. We must not break our unity. My colleagues inside, it’s not 
that they don’t want to come out. As the comrad before said, they are in shock, they are tired, they are 
working shifts. 

ERT is alive, there is program in the radio, program of the musical groups, program in the TV, we do as 
much as we can. The struggle is on. We must not break now. We must not create oppositions between 
us. The fight is common, you don’t do it for the employees of ERT nor do they do it to keep their little 
shop alive. We do it so that there can be social justice in this place, a justice that is being violated by the 
greek and european system of power. I ask you to keep the solidarity that has given us so much strength. 
We want you to keep being on our side. You give us courage.

{...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

24:00 : {Adeline, in french} : — She’s an ERT employee. She says that: « They can not all go downstairs, 
they have some stuff to do, some works to do, etc. We need you », etc.
{Adeline, in french} : They continue refuse we enter inside… And no accept go outside.
{Pierre, in french} : — She’s not speaking about politic ? They’re just doing otherthing ?

 {FRENCH TRANSLATION CONFUSION}



{Adeline, in french} : She says that politics helped family for food, they’re not only here for ERT but also 
for their family conditions.
{Pierre, in french} : Now, some people are coming downstairs ?
{Adeline, in french} : Maybe.

25:02 - 26:59 : LITTLE BREAK for Alberto. 

{A LEFT STUDENT DEMONSTRATION COMING}

{Pierre, in french} : is it a politic party ?
{Adeline, in french} : yes, from left...
{Pierre, in french} : It looks they’re going to occupy, isn’t it ?
{Adeline, in french} : No, not really. They’re going overther, just shout and we’re going to continue.
{Pierre, in french} : What are they saying ?
{Adeline, in french} : They’re from university.

27:00 : no signal

27:04 - 30:33 : {...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS} — {next speaker - man} — As we say 
that no one can decide for the people, and that’s one of the reasons I am against the represantation... I 
don’t get why the Pospert can have the right to decide because it has a union. We are against the repre-
sentation of Samaras, of Pasok, of Dimar, of Syriza, but no... We are in favour of the representation of 
the employees. We have to close our eyes and say nothing about this phenomenon.

{...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

{claps}

{...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

{claps}

30:39 : Na Na {...}

30:40 - 31:54 :  {other speaker} : — {...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS} —We want a speci-
fic ERT, and when I say we I mean the musical groups, we can conclude the whole thing in three points, 
so that people can understand. First, an elected council, most members of which are going to be the 
employees, the people who know how it all works, who know all the special details. They are the ones 
who are experienced all these years.

Second point, restoration of Aske, instrument of viewers and listeners, the instrument that never 
worked. In 1987, when ERT was formed, there was supposed to be a control commitee that would be 
constituted by 50 members, coming from social bodies. Aske was never formed and in the first time that 
the law was modified, Aske was abolished. We want the control of social bodies and an elected council.

Third point. Internal production and nothing but. {...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

31:54 : no signal.

31:55 - 32:52 : Hi. I would like to suggest that if the employees of ERT cannot handle a 24 hour program, 
or if they can do it but as a result they are unable to do a meeting, then they should not do 24 hour pro-
gram ! Can they do 5, 6 hours ? As much as they can, so that they can organize their fight, or our fight. 
And a second suggestion. If ERT is really public, then we should be the ones to decide about the content 
of the program. For a couple of hours at least ! Together if we can find something in common, or else 
with a draw. {...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

{claps}

{...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}



32:52 - 33:30 : {other speaker - woman ERT}

{...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

{claps}

33:30 - 38:14 : {disput} — {...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

36:15 :{Adeline, in french} — Some ERT employees have said that they were very connected with every 
suggestions... But... They proposed us to go to the radio this week, but when we went... « We were  
closed » meanwhile they were very opened to discuss, etc…  I think it’s not true. They say everybody can 
not go downstairs...  Most important persons stay inside. They’re protecting them.

{...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

37:17 - 38:13 : {other speaker - man} — Also, I heard something about two hours of program. No, I don’t 
want a bone to be given to me like I’m a dog. It’s not like that. Either we are here altogether or we’re 
not. I am not pleased with two hours. As for suggestions... I have very specific ones. We are hearing all 
the time about the non-democratic closure of ERT. Why don’t we also ask Kostas Sakkas himself to be 
invited to come, who is kept 12 months inside prison illegally and non-democratically ? Why don’t we 
invite the teachers who were forced to work with a completely non-democratic law in a very different 
circumstance than the one that the law was made for ?

{woman organizer} — We had representatives !

{man shouting} — I am not talking about the representatives of the union ! I want the teacher who is 
paid 600 euro and enters a class that hates him !! {claps}

38:14 : no signal.

38:15 - 42:49 :  {next speaker, man} — Personally, having observed these days, this amazing event, I am 
realizing that things are led to a direction that none of us want to see. Meaning, ERT... What supports it ? 
It’s the contributions of the citizens that support it. It refers to the whole society and that is why it has 
to be given to the hands of the society. Therefore ERT has to transform to a company, based only at the 
contributions of its subscribers. The employees of ERT, these days, they have proved that they are able 
of handling their own home, in a democratic and pluralistic way. And no matter the disagreements, we 
have to all agree that ERT of these days has no comparison to the previous one.

But ! The function of ERT, from now on, has to be controlled by the employees and the citizens. Concer-
ning the participation of citizens, centrally and locally, open meetings should be held, which will take 
place in halls that will be provided by ERT, with its technical equipment. In these meetings, we should 
have a draw, not elections, because the elections divide, a draw to choose the members that will form 
the bodies for the sanitization. The representatives, I am talking about the sanitization phase, should 
be in service for 15 days. Every 5 days they should inform the electing bodies, so that people will know 
what is going on.

Next, 80% of the members should be replaced by other citizens, also chosen by draw, so that we can 
have a greater participation, transparency, rich ideas. The rest, 20%, will remain to secure the conti-
nuum of the procedure. The sanitization should have a deadline of three months. The employees in ERT 
should form similar meetings, with members also chosen by draw. The function of ERT should be done 
in a similar way. Just the durations should change. 

42:50 : no signal.

42:50 - 43:42:{next speaker, man} — {...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS} — The program 
should be formed as follows : There are illegal decidions of the government. There are ministers, parlia-
ment members that have commited crimes, scandals. People who work in public institutions, who have 
created scandals and they still have their jobs. This is a material that should be transmitted non-stop by 
ERT. We cannot allow Venizelos to still be a minister, while he is responsible for a number of scandals !

43:43 : no signal.



43:44 - 44:15 : {...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS} — {young man} — Good afternoon 
from me too. A first observation that I would like to make is the following. I say that in a friendly way. 
When we cannot communicate with each other right now that we participate in a direct democracy 
procedure, and we are ready to fight, we can’t expect the employees, with the hierarchical structure of 
work, to become a commune.

44:15 : no signal.

44:15 - 45:28  :  {man speaker} —Just to facilitate the conversation, I want to say this : This open mee-
ting, in which some of you might be present for the first time, has already, since Sunday, submitted a 
proposal, a proposal of forming a different program, at the employees of ERT and also, the following 
text, that I’m going to read now which was given to them and to which we are expecting a response.

{Dimitria, in french} : He’s going to read the text we made overther since sunday...

{man speaker continues} — This is since Sunday, from the open meeting and I’m reading it so that we 
can move on, because I see that there is a restart going on, a repetition of things that have already been 
proposed and these are :

— one, we are asking the co-forming of  the program among the employees and the open meeting that 
takes place everyday in the yard of the radio-house.

— two, we are asking the connection of ERT with local and international struggles, solidarity move-
ments, collectives, unions of employees and unemployed and its contribution to their interconnection.

45:28 : no signal. french bottle.

{Dimitria, in french} : There is a message from France now...
{Pierre, in french} : From Mediapart ?
{Dimitria, in french} : I don’t know yet.

{woman organiser} —Excuse me, there is a very urgent message of solidarity from France : « Since June 
11th, Greece is a scandalous cultural exception in Europe. There is no more public radio and television. 
A decision like that overturns the European treaties that declare that the existence of the public radio-
television is a decisive criterion concerning the democratic health of a country. In solidarity with the 
greek people, Mediapart organizes a support manifestation tonight at 20.00, in Paris.

46:29 : no signal.

46:29 - 47:34 : {previous speaker continues} : 

— three, we are asking the immediate creation and maintaining of communication between the open 
meeting and the employees of ERT.

— four, we ask from the employees of ERT to announce what their response is going to be in case that 
the Council of State decides to postpone the judgment upon the case, something we already suspected 
that would happen.

{…} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

I’m reminding this announcement, so that we can erase any illusion that the employees inside have 
not received specific suggestions. And I imagine that since this is a common meeting of employees and 
people who are here in solidarity, that at some point they are going to come out and give as a response.

{Dimitria, in french} : explaining the same thing about illusion.

47:34 : no signal.

{male student – harsh response from the crowd} Politic Representative / 
{...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}



54:06 : no signal.

{Pierre, in french} :  : It was someone that were repeating stupidly the ideology of his politic party, but 
im not sure.
{Pierre, in french} :  Which politic party it was ?
{Dimitria, in french} :  I don’t know exactly, it was difficult to understand, or ΣΥΡΙΖΑ or Adasreza, but it’s 
quite the same thing...

54:10 - 57:46 : {man employee with deep voice} — {...} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS} — 
Guys, I would like to say something. First of all to the friend who spoke before. We owe much more to 
you than what you think that we do. The seven courses that you didn’t pass because you were here, as 
did my daughter, who is also here, you cannot imagine how much power they have given us to be all 
these days here.

{…} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

{man employee continues} —I am also an employee of ERT, 30 years now. This atmosphere that you 
mentioned in the beginning of the meeting, the insiders and the outsiders, it has come out from the in-
side to the outside. This atmosphere “we - you” I’ve been living it for the last 30 years. I am an employee 
who struggles for this job and on the other side there are the leaches, the agents of governments and 
political parties..

{…} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

{man employee continues} — I don’t have any hopes anymore. All these things that I hear from you 
now, I have heard them thousands of times, but I have always been betrayed. How can I hope anymore, 
that an open meeting, or you, or you or you, is saying the truth when I have been betrayed by so many 
in the past?

{…} — {MISSING TRANSLATION INFORMATIONS}

{man employee continues} — We can’t take it anymore gentlemen. We are tired. We are not tired from 
the fight that is happening now. We were already tired and we can’t take it. We don’t have the power 
and the guts to take it anymore. We are dead. Most of us, this is what we feel. We will not leave ! We 
will not leave. I thought it was given but I’m hearing things… WE WILL NOT LEAVE ! {claps}

57:46 : no signal.

57:52 - 01:03-40 : {man, representative} — I don’t have any personal opinion to express, I am here 
to read 14 specific suggestions that have been formed from meetings and collectives all over Greece. 
Immediate and longer term proposals for ERT :

1) Elimination of centralization of the national network . Autonomous , decentralized but not autono-
mised networks or regions. In some cases they can and should be linked to issues requiring common 
coverage.

2) Networks should be autonomised from the control of state and capital .

3) Abolition of private advertising and release of information, culture etc of their interests.

4) Financing of networks with direct delivery from the electricity bill of the citizens of the region.

5) Networks’ solidarity fund that will cover their operational needs when necessary.

6) Abolition of the ESR. Introduction of new social norms of journalistic ethics for everyone. Local insti-
tutions of self-control and accountability.

7) Removal of the central management. Unique and decisive body in every region should be the local 
assemblies consisting of employees and drawn citizens through lottery. The draw will be effective for 
one year in which, each citizen from the local municipality, who wishes to register can do so. All pros-



pective citizens will announce in advance their positions, which will be posted on a specific website, 
along with their profession and their tax return.

8) Creation of permanent control committee consisting of conscript citizens and workers, all instantly 
recallable and under the control of the General Assembly. Submit of budget, review and program once a 
year for public consultation, which will be convened by the relevant governing body (general assembly) 
that will have a coordinating and not decisive role. The public consultation will be broadcast live and 
will have to be defined (eg Consultation 15 days). The decision will be taken by majority of all citizens 
of the region.

10) New, equal and fair employment status across networks that will be submitted to public consulta-
tion which will be the one to take the final decision.

11) Ensuring the voice of citizens and movements on the footsteps of the rupture that has occurred 
from the 12.06.13 after closing the ERT. News, culture, arts, education in the general sense, etc. are 
produced by the society and this society needs to have direct access to the way, the place and time of 
their presentation as protagonist and creator of its operations and not as a passive spectator.

12) Digitization of the file with open standards.

13) Free and equal access to public information , particularly in the digital archive of ERT, created by 
the contribution of Greek citizens and digitized today with the money of European taxpayers. Everyone 
should have the right to store, copy, transform, re-present, to redistribute the material of the file freely 
without paying and without undergoing bureaucratic procedures. Derivatives of that creativity should 
be freely available on the condition that they in turn will not be the sole property of anyone , but will be 
subject to the same legal status of free use.

14) Immediate review of the scheme on frequencies which have been looted by individuals for their 
own benefit while it is public property. Prohibition of purchasing frequencies which from now on belong 
solely to the peripheral networks. The networks will decide to whom the frequencies are granted for 
free or with some reciprocal benefit which will be deposited in the common fund of solidarity. Assem-
blies of networks have an absolute right of unilateral removal on criteria of journalistic ethics and job 
status.

Now for us, the immediate duties and conditions. ERT should remain open, no dismissal should take 
place, there should be a general assembly and not union assembly of the employees. Direct procla-
mation of the general assembly of workers, open to citizens, as the only decision-making body for the 
operation of the station and the temporary program. And submit of an alternative proposal for ERT as a 
new self-constitution, free, public and social against totalitarianism.

These were some initial thoughts because we enter directly in the field of proposals. The other two 
alternatives are already known : either the old regime is retained with internal changes or we proceed 
to Nerit.

That was all from the network of Antiauthoritarian Movement {claps}

01:03-40 :  no signal.


